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100 Word Horrors An Anthology Of Horror Drabbles
"Eleven new stories from some of the best horror writers in Australia and New
Zealand! Originally intended for launch at the Worldcon 2020 in New Zealand,
which was badly affected by the current pandemic, the anthology presents an
array of stories that can only really be set here in Australia/New Zealand. Written
by authors who are either born or live here, providing an authentic view of really
scary scenarios... Edited by Shirley Jackson Award-nominated author and Things
in the Well series editor, Steve Dillon. Contents: On Home Soil by Tracie Mcbride
Bad Weather by Robert Hood The House of Waite by Simon Dewar Roadside
Linda by Graeme Hague Heritage Hill by Matthew R. Davis Itchy by Cage Dunn
The Saltbush Queen by Chris Mason Kua Hinga Te Kauri by Dan Rabarts
Roadside Flies by Marty Young Lineage by Lucy Sussex Long Drop by Tabatha
Wood
A compilation of the best entries in the annual Fifty-Five Fiction writing contest
held by New Times in San Luis Obispo, this volume offers more than 150
masterpieces of brevity in writing! Enjoy mysteries, love stories, and creepy
ironies in less time than it takes to tie your shoe.
A drabble is a short form of fiction that is exactly 100 words long (not including
the title). Kevin J. Kennedy, has once again brought together the best of the
horror world to bring you an anthology that is packed with creepy tales. Between
these pages you will find over one hundred drabbles, written by a wealth of
talented authors. From the best indie horror authors to Bram Stoker award
winners and Amazon top sellers. We have monsters, mayhem and madness.
Come join us. Contains drabbles by, Amy Cross, William F. Nolan, Lisa Morton,
Gord Rollo, Michael A. Arnzen, Mark Lukens, Richard Chizmar, Rick Gualtieri,
Jeff Strand, Kevin J. Kennedy, P. Mattern, Lee Mountford, Ike Hamill, Michael
Bray, Andrew Lennon, Craig Saunders, Matt Hickman, Glenn Rolfe and many
more. Praise for the book: "A collection of terse, eerie, and delightful little
creepers, each one like a swift uppercut to the solar plexus, proving that
dynamite truly does come in small packages!" --Ronald Malfi, author of Bone
White "Wow! With the amazing talent involved in this anthology, it's no wonder
100 Word Horrors is such a powerful gut-punch of horror!" --Joe Mynhardt,
Crystal Lake Publishing "A delicious collection of tiny tales of horror." --Kelley
Armstrong, author of Bitten
100 Word HorrorsAn Anthology of Horror DrabblesCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
A drabble is a short form of fiction that is exactly 100 words long (not including
the title). Kevin J. Kennedy, has once again brought together the best of the
horror world to bring you an anthology that is packed with creepy tales. Between
these pages you will find over one hundred drabbles, written by a wealth of
talented authors. From the best indie horror authors to Bram Stoker award
winners and Amazon top sellers. We have monsters, mayhem and madness.
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Come join us. Contains drabbles by, Amy Cross, William F. Nolan, Lisa Morton,
Gord Rollo, Michael A. Arnzen, Mark Lukens, Richard Chizmar, Rick Gualtieri,
Jeff Strand, Kevin J. Kennedy, P. Mattern, Lee Mountford, Ike Hamill, Michael
Bray, Andrew Lennon, Craig Saunders, Matt Hickman, Glenn Rolfe and many
more.
With in-depth interviews and revealing insights from those who have done it, this
unique behind the scene information is comprehensive in its scope inspiring
readers with advice, secrets and war stories from famous screenwriters.
One hundred stories and poems. One hundred words each. Contributed by a
diverse group of authors from across the globe, these tiny terrors run the full
gamut of horror, from body horror and blood-curdling fear to atmospheric, lyrical
Gothic tales. You'll find haunted houses, burrowing parasites and suburban
nightmares aplenty to delight, amuse and shock-all in an easy bitesize
format.Just don't read them in the house alone!(Please note this title contains
dark themes that may trigger sensitive readers.)Contributors: Abi Marie Palmer,
Alanna Robertson-Webb, Alec Thompson, Alexis DuBon, Alison Whittenberg,
Amanda Crum, Anjali Patel, Antonia Rachel Ward, Ashley Van Elswyk, Benjamin
Bateman, Benjamin Gardner, Biswajit Ganguly, Blaise Langlois, Blen Mesfin,
C.M. Saunders, Caitlin Marceau, Cara Mast Murray, Cody Mower, Collin Yeoh,
Corey Farrenkopf, Demi-Louise Blackburn, doungjai gam, E.C. Hanson, Electra
Rhodes, Elle Jauffret, Emilian Wojnowski, Emma K. Leadley, Emma Kathryn,
Fusako Ohki, Georgia Cook, Gordon B. White, Gordon Dunleavy, Gus Wood,
H.B. Diaz, Isaac Menuza, J.M. Faulkner, J.R. Handfield, Jacek Wilkos, Joe
Scipione, John Lane, Julio Rainion, K.J. Watson, K.M. Bennett, Kathleen Allen,
Kati Lokadottir, Keely O'Shaughnessy, Kyle Winkler, Laura Shenton, Lilly Tupa,
Lindsay King-Miller, Lumen Ros, Madison LaTurner, Maribel Quijano, Mary
Daurio, Mary Rajotte, Matthew McNichols, Meera Dandekar, Micah Castle,
Michael Anthony Dioguardi, Michael Colbert, Nicola Kapron, Patricia Elliot,
Patrick Barb, Petina Strohmer, Rickey Rivers Jr., Sarah Jackson, Sarah
McPherson, Sean Ferrell, Serena Jayne, Shannon Walker, Shelby Dollar, Steve
Neal, Steven Lombardi, Taylor DePrince, Thomas Sturgeon Jr., Tiffany Michelle
Brown, Tonia Markou, Toshiya Kamei, Tyler Norton, Umiyuri Katsuyama, Varian
Ross, Violet James, Wolf Weston, Yukari Kousaka, Zoe DeVo
An engaging and fun word search puzzle book for horror movie enthusiasts! Try
to solve the 110 puzzles related to the genre of horror movies! Features: -Horror
Theme: Contains 85 word searches featuring over 1400 horror movies from all
eras of the genre! Also contains 20 searches themed around 20 of the most
famous horror movies of all time, and 5 miscellaneous horror themed searches!
-Large Size: 8.5x11" dimensions for easy reading and solving! -Medium
Challenge: The word searches are set at a medium difficulty so they can be
played by any age group! The words are found in any direction but are limited to
a 15x15 grid. -110 Puzzles with Solutions: This book contains many hours of fun
with 110 puzzles to solve with over 1700 words to be found! Makes a perfect gift
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for any word search lovers or horror movie fans that are in your life!
Palestine + 100 poses a question to twelve Palestinian writers: what might your
country look like in the year 2048 – a century after the tragedies and trauma of
what has come to be called the Nakba? How might this event – which, in 1948,
saw the expulsion of over 700,000 Palestinian Arabs from their homes – reach
across a century of occupation, oppression, and political isolation, to shape the
country and its people? Will a lasting peace finally have been reached, or will
future technology only amplify the suffering and mistreatment of Palestinians?
Covering a range of approaches – from SF noir, to nightmarish dystopia, to hightech farce – these stories use the blank canvas of the future to reimagine the
Palestinian experience today. Along the way, we encounter drone swarms, digital
uprisings, time-bending VR, peace treaties that span parallel universes, and even
a Palestinian superhero, in probably the first anthology of science fiction from
Palestine ever. Translated from the Arabic by Raph Cormack, Mohamed
Ghalaieny, Andrew Leber, Thoraya El-Rayyes, Yasmine Seale and Jonathan
Wright. WINNER of a PEN Translates Award 2018 'It's necessary, of course. But
above all it's bold, brilliant and inspiring: a sign of boundless imagination and
fierce creation even in circumstances of oppression, denial, silencing and
constriction. The voices of these writers demand to be heard - and their stories
are defiantly entertaining.' - Bidisha
Book seven in The Horror Collection series brings you stories by Mark Allan Gunnells, Ramsey
Campbell, Nicola Lombardi, Christian Laforet, Steve Stred, Veronica Smith, Kevin J. Kennedy
& Zoltán Komor. Between these pages, you will find tales of hauntings, revenge, parasitic
entities, struggles during the apocalypse and a bizarro version of hell.
Arnzen has honed his craft to deliver the highest voltage using the fewest words in this
collection of 100 short stories, guaranteed to stun.
The city of Arkham falls prey to ghoulish dread in this chilling anthology of action-packed
adventure, from the bestselling world of Arkham Horror Something monstrous has come to
Arkham, Massachusetts. There have always been shadows here, but now a new hunger has
risen from the depths and threatens those who dwell here. But there are heroes too – people
who stand up and fight to stem the tide, even when it costs them everything. Explore eight
shocking new tales of occult horror, captivating mystery, and existential fear – from a zealous
new heroine to conniving cultists, bootleg whiskey to night terrors, and fiends that crawl from
open graves. A nightmare has fallen across Arkham, and it will devour all.
When Jerry arrives in Beijing, he discovers a strange world where strange nightmares and past
occurances bode ill for his future.
Legendary genre editor Ellen Datlow brings together eighteen dark and terrifying original
stories inspired by cinema and television. A BLUMHOUSE BOOKS HORROR ORIGINAL.
From the secret reels of a notoriously cursed cinematic masterpiece to the debauched
livestreams of modern movie junkies who will do anything for clicks, Final Cuts brings together
new and terrifying stories inspired by the many screens we can't peel our eyes away from.
Inspired by the rich golden age of the film and television industries as well as the new media
present, this new anthology reveals what evils hide behind the scenes and between the frames
of our favorite medium. With original stories from a diverse list of some of the best-known
names in horror, Final Cuts will haunt you long after the credits roll. NEW STORIES FROM:
Josh Malerman, Chris Golden, Stephen Graham Jones, Garth Nix, Laird Barron, Kelley
Armstrong, John Langan, Richard Kadrey, Paul Cornell, Lisa Morton, AC Wise, Dale Bailey,
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Jeffrey Ford, Cassandra Khaw, Nathan Ballingrud, Gemma Files, Usman T. Malik, and Brian
Hodge.
Twenty-five tales of horror and the weird, stories that encapsulate the dark, the desolate and
the downright creepy. Stories that will send that quiver of anticipation and dread down your
spine and stay with you long after the lights have gone out. Who is Len Binn, a comedian or
something worse? What secrets are locked away in Le Trénébreuse? The deadline for what?
Who are the little people, the garbage men, the peelers? What lies behind the masks? And
what horrors are found down along the backroads? With stories by Ramsey Campbell, Storm
Constantine, Stephen Laws, Samantha Lee, Stan Nicholls, Tony Richards and many, many
others.
A landscape of frozen darkness. The scrape of bone on bone . . . Paul Gallo saw the report on
the news: a mass murderer leading police to his victims’ graves in remote Dread’s Hand,
Alaska. It’s the same bit of wilderness where his twin brother went missing a year ago. As the
bodies are exhumed, Paul travels to Alaska to get closure and put his grief to rest. But the
mystery is only beginning. What Paul finds are superstitious locals who talk of the devil stealing
souls, and a line of wooden crosses to keep what’s in the woods from coming out. The more
he searches for answers, the more he finds himself becoming part of the mystery . . . Praise for
Ronald Malfi and Bone White “An unsettling world filled with the kind of detail and insight that
evoke early Stephen King. . . . an elegant, twisted, gripping slow-burn of a novel.” —RT Book
Reviews, 4.5 Stars Top Pick “Creepy prose . . . with plentiful hair-raising enigmas and copious
gore.” —Publishers Weekly “Ronald Malfi masterfully blends psychological terror and traditional
gothic horror into dark delight.” —Dark Realms "Malfi's florid descriptiveness and taut writing
style grip the reader right from the get-go." —Rue Morgue “Malfi is an incredibly talented writer."
—Horror World
Classics of English poetry, alternately describing childhood states of innocence and their
inevitable ensnarement in a corrupt and repressive world. Contains the full texts of all the
poems in the original 1794 edition of both collections.
I'm dreaming of a Dark Christmas With every little tale that I read When the knife blades glisten
And scared children listen To hear slayers in the night Where sugarplums can be gory In the
frightening elf story And trees eat favorite household pets There are gifts on all the pages Of
terror through the ages Told of gift giving regrets I'm dreaming of a Dark Christmas With every
little tale I read While the bright lights shine And the family dines In the soft fireplace glow So
hold loved ones tight It's not Santa visiting tonight Death lies buried in the snow. The holiday
season isn't all fun and games.100 word holiday horror stories from dozens of authors. From
dark and disturbing, morbid humor or guts and gore, these stories have it all. How will you
celebrate the holidays? With drabbles from: Eleanor Merry, Cassandra Angler, Scott Deegan,
Josh A. Murphy, Stephen Cords, David Bowmore, Tina Merry, J.B. Wocoski, James Lipson,
Shawn M Klimek, Morgan Adams, Steven Bruce, RJ Roles, Belinda Brady, James Pyles, Sea
Caummisar, Trisha McKee, Nerisha Kemraj, Benjamin Langley, Mike Ennenbach, Dawn
DeBraal, Aaron Bader, David Simms, R.E. Sargent, Angela Glover, Chris Miller, David M
Donachie, Kerri Jesmer, Wendy Cheairs David M. Donachie, Terry Miller, Jacek Wilkos, Stuart
Conover, P.J Blakey-Novis, Kevin J. Kennedy, N.M. Brown, Sharon Frame Gay, Gabriella
Balcom, Jay Bower, Thomas Sturgeon Jr, Gabor Eichammer, D.J Elton, Alanna Webb, Marie
Chambers and Drew Starling!

“When They Are Done with Us” by Patricia Smith was selected for inclusion in The
Best American Mystery Stories 2013, edited by Otto Penzler and Lisa Scottoline Brandnew stories by: Bill Loehfelm, S.J. Rozan, Ted Anthony, Todd Craig, Ashley Dawson,
Bruce DeSilva, Louisa Ermelino, Binnie Kirshenbaum, Michael Largo, Mike
Penncavage, Linda Nieves-Powell, Patricia Smith, Shay Youngblood, and Edward
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Joyce. "Staten Island, the last of New York City's five boroughs to enter Akashic's noir
series, severs as the setting for this exceptionally strong anthology." --Publishers
Weekly (starred review) "Smith’s introduction is a revelation. She knows the Island I
have in my head. It was like finding a literary sibling, separated since birth."
--Washington Independent "It’s not enough for noir to be dark. It’s got to be bad-ass.
Its words, its decaying and horrible beauty have got to hit you like a spiked heel
dragged from your guts to your gullet. It’s got to twist the hot knife of passion in that
soft space right below your belly while pumping bullets into your heart. It’s got to make
you bleed. Akashic Books’ latest in their noir series, Staten Island Noir features some
dusky and drop-dead gorgeous gems (emphasis on the dead) that do just that." --Grub
Street Daily "Staten Island is the forgotten borough, lacking a subway system, left out of
Jay-Z's songs, known for organized crime, bad accents, fake tans, and garbage--which
makes it a rich setting for Akashic's noir series...In a thrilling tilt-a-whirl of crime and
drama, editor Patricia Smith has carefully chosen writers concerned with the true nature
of the small suburban borough." --Electric Literature's "The Outlet" "Each story in this
enjoyable collection has its own charms, if the words 'enjoyable' or 'charms' can be
used with these dark tales, and each can stand-alone. However, if, like me, you had
always looked at Staten Island as banal and benign, by the book's end your ideas will
be forever changed." --ReviewingTheEvidence.com Patricia Smith, editor of Staten
Island Noir, has won the Robert L. Fish Memorial Award for her short story included in
the anthology, “When They Are Done with Us.”
The Binge-Watching Cure is an anthology of short stories of increasing size. The first
story is mere Twitter sized, short enough for anyone with even the greatest phobia
about reading fiction again to read. The next story is 100 words. Then 500, then longer,
all the way to novella length. By the time you've finished reading The Binge-Watching
Cure, you'll be able to tackle Joyce and Pynchon. Or at a minimum, you¿ll enjoy novels
you hear about from friends and family. The Binge-Watching Cure will reignite your love
for reading; it will better your life.And you know what? These are great stories, spanning
a diversity of genres including romance, science fiction, crime, spiritual, horror, literary
and more. We spent a year looking for exciting, beautifully written, enthralling stories.
We know you're going to enjoy them.A husband and wife face a cancer diagnosis with
mixed reactions; a catastrophic train wreck gives a circus troupe (and their tiger)
baffling powers; a death-obsessed couple are willed the cremated remains of a
complete stranger and must discover why. In this eclectic collection, you'll witness: a
First Sergeant come face to face with the horrors of war, a couple's role-playing nighton-the-town, a post-apocalyptic thriller, a philosophy on cat ownership, and a young
woman with seven days to live out a lifetime of love. Just as you enter a cold swimming
pool one body part at a time, get used to drinking beer sip by foamy sip, or learn to
enjoy spicy food in little, fiery nibbles, The Binge-Watching Cure gradually acclimates
you to reading longer and longer stories, until a novel-length book goes down smoothly,
tasting sweet, and making you want more.
Horror Movies Wordsearches The perfect collection for any horror fan, this wordsearch
anthology contains hundreds and hundreds of the world's greatest horror films ever
made as well as famous horror actors and directors. The 100 wordsearches inside the
book contain the best horror movies starting from the classics of the genre through to
today's masterpieces. Find films that have terrified and thrilled audiences for decades
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from all over the world. Discover critically acclaimed films, cult classics and movies that
have smashed box-office records the world over. This is the perfect book for any horror
film puzzle fan. Word searches are the perfect way to relax, have fun and give yourself
a little rest and peace from a busy day. At the same time, you can train your brain and
increase your problem-solving and language skills. This book has all the answers in the
back for each of the 100 puzzles if you get stuck finding any of the words. It also comes
with a durable, beautiful matte cover in the perfect 8.5 x 11 inches size. If you are
looking for a fun, relaxing way to train and challenge your brain and combine this with
your favorite film genre, then it's time to get started on this fantastic collection. Get the
perfect gift for any horror film fan! Scroll up and Buy It Now!
A ward-winning writer and editor Al Sarrantonio gathers together twenty-nine original
stories from masters of the macabre. From dark fantasy and pure suspense to classic
horror tales of vampires and zombies, 999 showcases the extraordinary scope of
fantastical fright fiction. The stories in this anthology are a relentless tour de force of
fear, which will haunt you, terrify you, and keep the adrenaline rushing all through the
night.
Scared? You will be! Feel your nerves jangle and chills run up and down your spine
thanks to the hair-raising genius of Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, E. F. Benson, H. P.
Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Stephen Crane, Charles Dickens, Robert
Barr, and many others who know well how to manipulate a reader's emotions. From
Washington Irving comes "The Adventure of My Grandfather" and from Saki, "The
Cobweb." Bill Pronzini plays a horrifying game of "Peekaboo," while Frances Garfield
portrays "The House at Evening" to alarming effect. This unique and very special
collection is like a carnival ride of terror that you'll want to go on again and again.
Tips for Monster Hunting Check the deepest part of the ocean. Or let someone with a
submarine check it for you. Order a monster egg online. Make sure it won't hatch
before it arrives. Don't. What are you, crazy? You don't need to look. The monsters will
find you. THE MONSTER BOOK OF MONSTERS is a collection of 100 stories from
around the world. These aren't your everyday Werewolves and Wendigos either. Each
story is told by the survivor of an encounter with a unique and mysterious creature more
wild and varied than you can imagine. This book has something for everyone with a
dark mind, so read now to find the perfect monster for you. Some monsters are quirky
and friendly, while others are apocalyptic behemoths crawling up from the depths.
Some stories are heartwarming, funny, or profound, while others are a blood bath.. As
seen on TV* *Assuming you can see into the future. The Monster Book of Monsters is a
joint media and literary project. These monsters are destined for the screen in an
episodic series of short horror films. See the inside of the book for more information on
how to get involved. About Haunted House Publishing We're passionate about
publishing horror stories for adults, scary books for teens, and all sorts of dark fiction.
We've got new horror kindle books every month, specializing in supernatural stories,
supernatural book collections, and paranormal books for adults. We've got zombie
books, demonic horror, ghosts and specters, angels and demons, gothic novels, and
haunted houses and ghosts novels. We promise some of the top horror books 2018.
"Taaqtumi" is an Inuktitut word that means "in the dark"--and these spine-tingling horror
stories by Northern writers show just how dangerous darkness can be. These chilling
tales from award-winning authors Van Camp, Rachel and Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, Aviaq
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Johnston, and others will thrill and entertain even the most seasoned horror fan. fan.
A collection of original horror and dark fantasy from the world's best writers, including
Stephen King and John Ajvide Lindqvist Many of us grew up on The Pan Book of
Horror Stories and its later incarnations, Dark Voices and Dark Terrors (The Gollancz
Book of Horror), which won the World Fantasy Award, the Horror Critics' Guild Award
and the British Fantasy Award, but for a decade or more there has been no non-themed
anthology of original horror fiction published in the mainstream. Now that horror has
returned to the bookshelves, it is time for a regular anthology of brand-new fiction by
the best and brightest in the field, both the Big Names and the most talented
newcomers including: - Ramsey Campbell - Peter Crowther - Dennis Etchison Elizabeth Hand - Brian Hodge - Caitlin R. Kiernan - Stephen King - John Ajvide
Lindqvist - Richard Christian Matheson - Reggie Oliver - Robert Shearman - Angela
Slatter - Michael Marshall Smith - Lisa Tuttle A Book of Horrors will be the foremost in
the field: an eclectic collection of the very best chiller fiction from across the world.
A collection of horror–inspired flash fiction, featuring over 40 new stories from literary,
horror, and emerging writers—edited by Lincoln Michel and Nadxieli Nieto, the twisted
minds behind Tiny Crimes: Very Short Tales of Mystery and Murder. In this playful,
inventive collection, leading literary and horror writers spin chilling tales in only a few
pages. Each slim, fast–moving story brings to life the kind of monsters readers love to
fear, from brokenhearted vampires to Uber–taking serial killers and mind–reading
witches. But what also makes Tiny Nightmares so bloodcurdling—and unforgettable—are
the real–world horrors that writers such as Samantha Hunt, Brian Evenson, Jac Jemc,
Stephen Graham Jones, Lilliam Rivera, Kevin Brockmeier, and Rion Amilcar Scott
weave into their fictions, exploring how global warming, racism, social media addiction,
and homelessness are just as frightening as, say, a vampire’s fangs sinking into your
neck. Our advice? Read with the hall light on and the bedroom door open just a crack.
Featuring new stories from Samantha Hunt, Jac Jemc, Stephen Graham Jones, Rion
Amilcar Scott, and more!

Are you ready to read 100 word stories packed with zombies, the undead, zees,
walkers, stalkers, ankle-biters, zeds, monsters, crawlers, draggers, rotters,
geeks, the risen, stiffs, ghouls, or whatever else you want to call them? No matter
their name, one thing is for sure, they are the reanimated dead coming to get the
living to feast on their delicious brains! We gave authors 100 words exactly to tell
you stories that revolve around zombies and the humans fighting them to survive.
We hope you enjoy this carefully selected collection of drabbles, or 100 word
stories.Authors include A.B. ArchambaultA.G. RodriguezA.M. GeeverA.S.
CharlyAlexandria MaaserAmber M. SimpsonAndra DillAndrea AllisonAndrew
KurtzAndrew TaylorBeth W. PattersonC.A. VerstraeteC.H. WilliamsCecelia
Hopkins-DrewerChanelle LoftnessChristopher T. DabrowskiD.K. FraserD.M.
BurdettDawn DeBraalDerek DunnEddie D. MooreEleanor MerryElias HoughG.
Allen WilbanksGreg BennettGrivanteHenry HerzJacek WilkosJack AppellJames
CarlsonJB WocoskiJen TyesJessica GomezJoel R HuntJoseph EasterlyKevin J.
KennedyL Douglas HoganMargery BayneN.M. BrownNatasha SinclairNerisha
KemrajNic BradyPete AldinRalph L BougherRich RestucciRissa BlakeleyRobin
BraidRyan ColleyStephen ChristieSteven StacyT.D. RickettsTheresa JacobsTina
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MerryUmair MirxaValerie LioudisVeronica SmithWondra VanianZoey Xolton
THIS BOOK DOES NOT INCLUDE A FREE SET OF STICKERS 100 Word
Horrors: Book 4 brings you over one hundred new drabbles from a wealth of
horror authors. Some new, some old, but all great. Each and every one of us
hope you have a blast with the final instalment in the series. Included between
the pages:Adam Light - No Time Like the PresentAlanna Robertson-Webb - U R
NextAmber M. Simpson - The Old ManAndrew Lennon - CinemaAndrew Lennon
- MotivationAndrew Lennon - The WaveAnn Christine Tabaka - Water WorldAnnChristine Tabaka - The Children of EarthBilly San Juan - My Sincerest Apologies
to any Innocent VictimsCallum Pearce - CatsCecelia Hopkins-Drewer - Haunted
HouseChad Lutzke - Shingles on a Graham-Cracker RoofChloe Lennon - Hunger
PainsC.M. Saunders - Louie's RoomConstanze Scheib - SanatoriumDarren
Tarditi - The HunterDavid Owain Hughes - Books-A-MillionDavid Owain Hughes The Golden StickerDawn DeBraal - CannibalDawn DeBraal - RevivedDawn
DeBraal - Road KillEddie D. Moore - Hide and SeekEllen A. Easton - Every Fifty
Years the Roots Need BloodEric J. Guignard - Misadventures of an Aggrieved
RecluseEvans Light - Getting Carried AwayEvans Light - Swing LowEvans Light This Little PiggyGary McDonough - CuriosityGreg Bennett - Tiny TerrorsHarris
Coverley - CoinsHoward Carlyle - The Theatre of ScreamsJ. C. Michael Domestic BlissJ. C. Michael - SpectrumJacek Wilkos - LairJack Lothian Diamond Lake KillerJack Lothian - The Guest RoomJackk N. Killington ZombieJason Parent - Shape in the DarkJoe X Young - Believe in MeJoe X
Young - Panto SeasonJoel R Hunt - Mister MushroomJoel R Hunt - The
Transylvania BoxJohn Boden - MealJosh A. Murphy - SlitheringJulian J.
Guignard - Molly's WeddingKevin Cathy - InescapableKevin Cathy - The
CoffinKevin J. Kennedy - Missing HalloweenKevin J. Kennedy - Wrath of the Old
OnesKevin Wetmore - Chiaroscuro MorningKevin Wetmore - Take the Long Way
HomeLee Franklin - Feed the BeastLee Franklin - You Look Prettier When You
SmileLee Mountford - ChokeLee Mountford - PredatorMark Cassell - New
HomeMark Steensland - StopMatthew A Clarke - Worth ItMicah Castle Inescapable EndN.M. Brown - Extra-Curricular CloneNerisha Kemraj AsylumNerisha Kemraj - MineP.J. Blakey-Novis - A Friend for EllieP.J. BlakeyNovis - CaptivePaul D. Brazill - SwamplandsRegina Kenney - FantasyRJ
Meldrum - LivestockRJ Meldrum - PhantomRJ Meldrum - Summer SnowRobin
Braid - Blood in the MoonlightRobin Braid - Undead ChampionRon Davis - The
Job InterviewRoss Baxter - Eternal LifeRoss Jeffery - Poached EggRussell
Smeaton - Bus HomeRyan Colley - CattleRyan Colley - Memory StickRyan
Colley - Ride-HailingSheldon Woodbury - A Prison Inside UsSheldon Woodbury The Museum of HorrorsSimon Cluett - LanternsStacey Jaine McIntosh - Blood
and BoneSteve Stred - Open CallSteve Stred - TerraTerry Miller - To Feed a
MonsterTheresa Jacobs - ArmageddonTimothy Friesenhahn - HairTimothy
Friesenhahn - ITina Piney - Awaken to DeathToneye Eyenot - Compelled to
RiseToneye Eyenot - Dark LegionToneye Eyenot - FiddlestyxToneye Eyenot Page 8/12
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Slaughter by the Full of the MoonTristan Drue Rogers - Long Limbs at the
E.R.Tristan Drue Rogers - My Brother Gets Released todayValerie Lioudis AdviceVeronica Smith - All AloneVeronica Smith - Too Little, Too LateVeronica
Smith - VultureZoey Xolton - Better Off DeadZoey Xolton - Grave Concerns
A monumental, canon-defining anthology of three centuries of American essays,
from Cotton Mather and Benjamin Franklin to David Foster Wallace and Zadie
Smith--selected by acclaimed essayist Phillip Lopate. Not only an education but a
joy. This is a book for the ages. --Rivka Galchen, author of Atmospheric
Disturbances The essay form is an especially democratic one, and many of the
essays Phillip Lopate has gathered here address themselves--sometimes
critically--to American values. We see the Puritans, the Founding Fathers and
Mothers, and the stars of the American Renaissance struggle to establish a
national culture. A grand tradition of nature writing runs from Audubon, Thoreau,
and John Muir to Rachel Carson and Annie Dillard. Marginalized groups use the
essay to assert or to complicate notions of identity. Lopate has cast his net wide,
embracing critical, personal, political, philosophical, literary, polemical,
autobiographical, and humorous essays. Americans by birth as well as
immigrants appear here, famous essayists alongside writers more celebrated for
fiction or poetry. The result is a dazzling overview of the riches of the American
essay.
The astonishing and impressive first collection of short stories from New York
Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman An elderly widow finds the Holy Grail
beneath an old fur coat in a second-hand store . . . A stray cat fights and refights
a nightly battle to protect his adoptive family from an unimagiable evil . . . A
young couple receives a wedding gift that will reveal a chilling alternate history of
their marriage . . . Beneath a bridge by the railroad tracks, a frightened little boy
bargains for his life with a most persistent troll . . . Such miraculous inventions
and more await within Neil Gaiman’s first collection of short fiction, a gift of
wonder and delight from one of the most unique literary artists of our day. In his
capable hands, magic is no mere illusion, but a powerful means to reveal the
nature of our humanity obscured in the smoke of our fears and anxieties . . . and
reflected in the funhouse mirrors of our dreams.
For fans of American Horror Story, Shirley Jackson, and Creepshow.You know
them. Those girls that aren't quite like everyone else. Those girls who stand out
in the crowd. Those girls that dare to be different. Those girls are dangerous. In
Strange Girls, twenty-one authors dare to tackle what makes the girls in this
collection different. Vampires, selkies, murderous mermaids, succubus, and
possessed dolls take center stage in these short stories that are sure to invoke
feelings of quiet terror and uneasiness in the reader. Following the successful
debut of Women in Horror anthology with My American Nightmare, Strange Girls
is the sophomore effort to showcase these talented women in a genre that is
often dominated by the male gaze.Dare to take a walk on the dark side.Stories in
the Anthology: 24 Hour Diner by Charlotte Platt Sideshow by Jude Reid The
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Doll's House by Alyson Faye Blood by Red ClaireSelf-Portrait with Pears by
Rachel BoltonPersonal Demons by Angelique FawnsFriends with Benefits by
E.F. Schraeder Night Terrors by Angela Sylvaine The Girl Who Never Stopped
Bleeding by Sam LaurenLeda and the Fly by Marnie Azzarelli Jenny's Bobo by
Hillary Lyon Extinguishing Fireflies by Rebecca RowlandThe Eyes of the Dead by
Danielle R. Bailey My Mirror Wife by Ash Tudor Pattern of Faerytales by Azzurra
Nox Campfire Tales: The Bloody Rings by Emma Johnson-Rivard Cracked by
Regan Moore Angel of Death by Phoebe Jane Johnson Her Garden Grows by
Maxine Kollar Revival by Madison Estes A Song Only She Can Hear by Wondra
Vanian Tribal Influence by Erica Ruhe
Your nose is to the grindstone, day after day. You spend your work hours
overworked and underappreciated, only to return home and deal with bills,
landlords, and the ever-oppressive shadow of capitalism consuming you and
everything you love. The horrors of capitalism are the horrors we all face every
day, and they are confronted head-on in ProleSCARYet: Tales of Horror and
Class Warfare. Contained within are nineteen tales of capitalism gone
wrong--from designer children to deadly bosses, predatory lenders to plagueridden laborers--all revealing the dark underbelly of economic oppression from
some of horror's best independent and emerging writers from around the globe.
In solidarity, there is strength against terror and fear. Let these stories be your
guide, because, after all... "What the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above all,
are its own grave diggers. Its fall and the victory of the proletariat are equally
inevitable." -Karl Marx
What if there were a whole world of great horror fiction out there you didn't know
anything about, written by authors in distant lands and in foreign languages,
outstanding horror stories you had no access to, written in languages you
couldn't read? For an avid horror fan, what could be more horrifying than that?
For this groundbreaking volume, the first of its kind, the editors of Valancourt
Books have scoured the world, reading horror stories from dozens of countries in
nearly twenty languages, to find some of the best contemporary international
horror stories. The stories in this volume come from 19 countries on 5 continents
and were originally written in 13 different languages. All 20 foreign language
stories in this volume are appearing in English for the first time ever. The book
includes stories by some of the world's preeminent horror authors, many of them
not yet known in the English-speaking world.
Very short stories of twenty-five words or less appear in this collection from
authors including Joyce Carol Oates, Peter Straub, and Ha Jin and run the gamut
from playful to tragic and conservative to experimental.
Nineteen twisted tales from a vibrant, online community of horror enthusiasts!
What’s HorrorTube? A creepy, new carnival ride combining a water slide park
with a haunted funhouse? Not quite, although that sounds like a blast. A subset
of BookTube, HorrorTube is an online community of horror enthusiasts who
regularly post YouTube videos about horror-related topics, including books, films,
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and fiction writing. Some of the writers included in this anthology cover horror
exclusively. You’ll find them posting creepy photos on Instagram or waxing
poetic about the seventies drive-in flick that kept them up all night. Some read
widely, only delving into the horror genre occasionally. All are passionate about
books and writing. Joined together by this vibrant, online community of readers
and writers, these nineteen authors bring you scary stories from all parts of the
globe, proving that fear is universal. Local Haunts has taken the horror BookTube
community’s global influence and shrunk it down into one village of horror and
mayhem you’ll not soon forget. Inside these pages are frightening stories from
around the globe, telling tales of haunts, monsters, and other terrible things local
to each author’s place of residence. Within these pages you’ll find terrifying
tales from North America, my own included, joined by terrible happenings in the
Australian bushlands, ghosts haunting an old Greek mansion, an abandoned
Vietnamese hospital, and a creepy museum, among many other eldritch
encounters. From the foreword by Jason White A Stone’s Throw by Dane
Cobain The Gentleman by Ryan Stroud The Salt Hag by CJ Wright Crowthorne
by Andrew Lyall Mount Gilead by R. Saint Claire Screen Eight by Michael Taylor
Drive Like Hell by Ken Poirier The Mount of Death by Kevin David Anderson The
Drifter by James Flynn The Blocked Cellar by Mihalis Georgostathis The Night
Watchman by Marie McWilliams Alone Among the Gum Trees by Cam Wolfe
Highway to Hell by Nicholas Gray The Room Within by D.L. Tillery Fading
Applause in Quintland by Lydia Peever A Full Moon Over Black Star Canyon by
Matt Wall Long Buried by E.D. Lewis Darkness Descends by Jason White At the
End of the Rope by Cameron Chaney Cover art by Cameron Roubique
Hate-filled horrors in 100 word chunks... What miracles can more than one hundred debut to
bestselling authors do with 100 words? Hate-filled horrors in 100 word chunks...
A fateful family trip to an amusement park. An island movie theater that takes more than the
patrons' cash. A cross-country drive with an unexpected encounter. A family man hellbent on
making great time, no matter the cost. Fourteen horror authors share terrifying and twisted
tales of summer vacation gone wrong in Worst Laid Plans: An Anthology of Vacation Horror.
This anthology includes stories by V. Castro, Hailey Piper, Patrick Lacey, Scott Cole, Laura
Keating, Malcolm Mills, Jeremy Herbert, S.E. Howard, Chad Stroup, Kenzie Jennings, Waylon
Jordan, Greg Sisco, Asher Ellis, and Mark Wheaton, as well as a special introduction by Sadie
Hartmann.
Companies and financial institutions are employing operational information systems in an
efficient way. While they have consolidated a strong level of knowledge in management
information systems, there is still a lack of knowledge on the right way to apply customer
relationship management (CRM) systems under a business perspective. Most of the
companies are still having problems in evaluating how CRM can meet with the expected
results. The level of complexity is perceived both under a technological and organizational
point of view. A complete innovation process and heavy change management initiatives should
be ensured in order to have effective and successful systems. This book offers a solid
theoretical and practical perspective on how to face CRM projects, describing the most
appropriate technologies and organizational issues that have to be considered. Some
explaining cases have been included as well.
The year's best, and darkest, tales of terror, showcasing the most outstanding new short
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stories and novellas by contemporary masters of the macabre, including the likes of Ramsey
Campbell, Neil Gaiman, Brian Keene, Tanith Lee, Elizabeth Massie, Kim Newman, Michael
Marshall Smith, and Gene Wolfe. The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror also includes a
comprehensive annual overview of horror around the world in all its incarnations; an
impressively researched necrology; and a list of indispensable contact addresses for the
dedicated horror fan and aspiring writer alike. It is required reading for every fan of macabre
fiction.
This richly illustrated anthology gathers together classic short stories from masters of
supernatural fiction including M. R. James, Sheridan Le Fanu and Arthur Machen, alongside
lesser-known voices in the field including Eleanor Scott and Margery Lawrence, and popular
writers less bound to the horror genre, such as Thomas Hardy and E. F. Benson. These are
damnable tales, selected and beautifully illustrated by Richard Wells. They stalk the moors at
night, the deep forests, cornered fields and dusky churchyards, the narrow lanes and old ways
of these ancient places, drawing upon the haunted landscapes of folk-horror – a now widely
used term first applied to a series of British films from the late 1960s and 1970s: Witchfinder
General (1968), Blood on Satan’s Claw (1971), and The Wicker Man (1973). But as this
collection shows, writers of uncanny fiction were dabbling in the dark side of folklore long
before. These twenty-two stories take the reader beyond the safety and familiarity of the town
into the isolated and untamed wilderness. Unholy rites, witches’ curses, sinister village
traditions and ancient horrors that lurk within the landscape all combine to remind us that the
shiny modern, urban world might not have all the answers...
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